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Case Study

The Challenge
In late 2011, TPE was approached
by Beca Consulting to provide a fan
pre-selection for a concept design
for the University of Auckland. The
project clearly presented a significant
challenge, with a lot of fume
cupboards in a relatively small area,
plus a resource consent condition that
required exhaust discharge on the
other side of the building.

The challenge sparked our interest. We asked Beca for
more information and they gave us concept drawings and
schematics. The project spanned 34 individually ducted fume
cupboards; plus four manifold systems with six fume cupboards
to each extraction fan.
We were confident that the individual cupboards would be
relatively straight forward. We’ve successfully delivered many
of these to a wide range of clients and understand the issues
well. The four manifold systems, on the other hand, would
require a unique solution.
Adding to the challenge was the urgent timing. Working in
collaboration with Beca and others, it took TPE just under
a year from the initial briefing, to design, prototype, test,
manufacture and install the solution.
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The Solution
A world-class system incorporating innovative and cost effective design features,
while delivering a safe and efficient working laboratory environment.
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The Solution
Coming up with a simpler and more efficient solution
Traditionally manifold systems use a motorised damper to bleed air
into the main duct so that minimum efflux velocities can be maintained.
This system requires a constant speed fan to deliver a fixed air flow/
constant velocity and space to install a large damper. In addition this

This solution would save valuable space
and achieve energy efficiencies by
varying the fan speed and motor power.

type of control can cause upstream pressure conflicts with multiple
variable volume fume cupboard controls.
Beca recognised these ‘issues’ and approached us to see if we
could develop our proven VAV accelerator cowl for larger diameter
discharge ducts.
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The Solution
Testing to assure performance
The response to our thinking
was positive.
The next step was to prove that the cowls would perform, by building
and successfully testing custom rigs. Then it was on to the fans. Beca
were seeking state-of-the-art labs, so we had to prove our fans would
deliver a truly world-class solution, including being quiet, as they’d be
positioned inside dedicated fan plantrooms outside the offices. This led
to us doing comprehensive sound testing of our fans.
The results showed that the sound performance of our fans is
comparable to world leading competitors. With that knowledge, and
with our highly competitive pricing and service that’s second to none,
Beca selected our Brinkmann® range of fans for the project.

The results showed that the sound performance of
our fans is comparable to world leading competitors.
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The Challenge
The challenges of controlling manifold systems
Fume cupboards depend on effective control.
With manifold systems, the industry standard is to effectively run each

Obviously, there are numerous control and commissioning issues in

fume cupboard in isolation, with an independent fan. Each cupboard

these systems. The fan setup can be extremely complex. The damper

has a motorised damper, which the cupboard control continually

and fan systems can fight each other and the system as a whole is

adjusts to maintain correct airflow. Meanwhile, to maintain constant

slow to respond. While sufficient for general HVAC systems, these

manifold pressure, the fan uses a pressure sensor in the ductwork,

don’t need the accuracy or speed of fume cupboards, which must

usually under proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control. Every time

be able to shift from minimum to maximum airflow almost instantly to

a cupboard damper adjusts, manifold pressure changes, so the fan

ensure fume containment.

speed changes to bring pressure back to the set point.
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The Solution
Achieving faster, more precise manifold control
We knew there was a better solution.
We looked at the manifold system as a whole. We also looked
to the proven reliability and speed of our single ducted fume
cupboard controls. These monitor each cupboard’s sash (door)
position, and when a sash is opened, the fan instantly responds.
We’ve successfully used these controls for single- and multi-sash
fume cupboards and were confident an adaption would work in the

Next we needed to find a way to accurately control the airflow to
individual cupboards. Competitor systems do this via slow responding
dampers or complicated mechanical valves. After evaluating these
systems, we identified a better, and breakthrough, approach. This was
to use a velocity sensor with a fast responding PID control to maintain
the airflow set point. Using the sensors, the PID monitors how much,
and how fast, any sash is moved. The damper instantly responds, and
the PID control takes over.

university’s manifold systems.
In our solution, a 0-10V signal is sent from each cupboard to an
accumulator, notifying the sash position of each cupboard. The
accumulator combines all the signals, and controls the fan as a
single system. The fan instantly responds to any sash movement and
changes the bulk of the airflow.

The system is responsive, efficient, and innovative.
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The Solution
Rethinking control of individually ducted fume cupboards
Taking advantage of latest technology,
we then updated the individually
ducted fume cupboard controls,
similarly achieving better performance
and efficiency, and easier setup.

To simplify setup, we developed a new commissioning system. This
makes all control aspects easy to launch and adjust, by using the
fume cupboard control panel. The advances are available with all our
EcoAir® III controllers. The setup menu gives the choice of individual
duct or manifold mode, and this can be changed if the fume cupboard
system is modified – future-proofing the investment for years to come.

One of the key changes here was in the low airflow alarm. We
introduced a velocity sensor to the front of the cupboard, instead of
using the typical pressure sensor in the duct outlet. Velocity sensors are
highly accurate at low flows, and with the new placement, a low velocity
alarm can be installed in any fume cupboard, regardless of ducting.
Also important, we gave the controls the ability to automatically tackle
unplanned low velocity conditions. The controls detect if velocity drops
below a preset point and immediately increase fan speed, quickly
overcoming poor make-up air conditions. Ultimately this means fewer
velocity alarms in the lab, and less interruption to experiments.

...this can be changed if the fume cupboard system is
modified – future-proofing the investment for years to come.
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At a glance
Project team:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

University of Auckland
Beca – Engineering Consultants
Fletcher Construction – Building
Architectus & Labworks – Architectural
Aquaheat Industries – Mechanical
BTL – Building Management
RCP
TPE

Commissioning of system:
Largely completed late-2012

Product specifications:
New products were used in this project and details will be
published on our website in due course. For further information,
email us at sales@thermoplastic.co.nz.
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The Client’s Perspective
“A number of fume cupboard (FC) components got
developed on this fast track project,” explains Ann
Cooke, Project Manager for the University of Auckland’s
Property Services team. “We’re always looking for
innovation to meet challenging situations. TPE are
extremely good at providing detailed information and
working with us to find the best solution. They give
freely of advice.”
“Their technical people responded willingly to our
requests and being NZ based come and discuss options
with our consultants, designing and manufacturing
samples to test and review. Leading the market
technically, they’ve used aeronautical engineers to
complement their own design team.”

A number of new features focus on increasing safety of
the operator and lab work environment. Energy savings
and cost-efficiency are also critical. “The manifolded
exhaust system achieves about a 30 % saving in install
costs, reducing flue numbers to the roof and gives ongoing savings in operating and maintenance costs.”  
“TPE are very good at customer service and after sales
services. They’re always willing to look at upgrades
of existing FC’s. Their staff are very stable, I think that
speaks volumes for a company that is busy. Companies
that give-their-all, and are upfront and honest, are good
to deal with. When they’re also cost-competitive in the
tendering process, they put themselves in a position
where they are easy to select as suppliers to projects.”  

Ann observes that safety is a key consideration for all
University projects, “they manufacture using highly

Ann Cooke

resistant materials, happy for clients to choose materials

Project Manager for the University of Auckland’s

and colours, if they agree with their robustness.”

Property Services team
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Beca’s Perspective
“It has been very rewarding working with TPE on

The controls have been adapted and refined over the

a number of projects involving fume cupboards.

years and can now provide air flow tracking to the BMS

They have a great attitude and aptitude for seeking

for rapid extract and make up air balancing.

innovative solutions then going about proving them.
Building to meet code and specific user requirements

I would not hesitate in recommending TPE for future
laboratory projects.”

can be challenging and conflicting, yet TPE have always
risen to these challenges.
The fume cupboards operate well, sashes lift and
drop smoothly, taps and valves are accessible and

Ian Booth
Technical Director
Beca - Engineering Consultants

the fume cupboard fascia columns and base are
aerodynamically designed to minimise pressure loss
whilst maximising containment.
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About us
TPE (Thermoplastic Engineering Ltd)
specialise in the design and manufacture
of innovative laboratory equipment. Our
product range includes fume cupboards,
ductless fume cabinets, extraction fans,
forensic/DNA cabinets, fume scrubbing
systems, and laboratory benching
systems. We have been in business for
over 20 years.
We are passionate about design innovation, seeking solutions
that deliver sustainable performance and reliability. We
benchmark our products against the best in the world, and
are very competitive on design, product quality (ISO 9001
accredited), and safety.
We have offices and manufacturing facilities in Australia (Victoria)
and in New Zealand (Auckland and Wellington). We also have
distributors in Malaysia, India, Singapore and Perth.

sales@thermoplastic.co.nz

www.thermoplastic.co.nz
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Our distributors
Australia

Aircare Extraction Systems Limited
26 Graham Road,
Clayton South, VIC 3169
Phone +61 3 9548 5999
Fax
+61 3 9548 0399
Email sales@aircare.net.au
www.aircare.net.au

Australian Air Science Pty Limited
12 Atherton Street,
Woolloongabbam, QLD 4102
Phone +61 7 3433 4111
Fax
+61 7 3433 4112
Mobile +61 409 3332 461
Email sales@airscience.com.au
www.airscience.com.au

MARC Technologies
11 Efficiency Way,
Bibra Lake, WA 6163
Phone +61 8 9437 7400
Fax
+61 8 9437 7401
Email info@marctech.com.au
www.marctech.com.au
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Our distributors
Asia

Emec Scientific Sdn Bhd
32-3, Jalan Sri Hartamas 8,
50480 Kuala Lumpur
Phone +60 3 6203 5438
Fax
+60 3 6203 3856
Email sales@emec.com.my
www.emec.com.my

TRAQuE Pte. Ltd
51 Bukit Batok Crescent,
#08-25 Unity Centre
658077 Singapore
Phone +65 6316 3885
Fax
+65 6316 3885
Mobile +65 9735 1384
Email simon.white@traqueasia.com
www.traqueasia.com
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